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THE ROOT 1:> 

BY B. HALPER, B.A. 
London, England 

The existencel of this root in Hebrew is attested by the word 
7:rS, "a harlot's hire." Its signification has hitherto been taken 
to be "he gave," that is to say, a by-form to 1r:. This, how- 
ever, would not be in accordance with the idea expressed by :ns. 
It is not "a gift" in the real sense of the word, but rather "a 
reward " or " hire," as an equivalent to, or compensation for, 
something else. It is used almost synonymously with ¢'7:Lt, as 
in :;: :'t728 ;I:iiT 1J>S (Deut. 23:19), although it has usually 
been restricted to the hire of a harlot. 

Of still greater difficulty, however, is 1:s: tSit' ;1'3:rS ;:: 
(X1ic: t:7). The explanation given by mediaeval commentators, 
followed by some modern ones, is that :ns in this passage refers 
to the wealth of the nation or to the Temple gifts.l This does 
not satisfy many modern commentators, who naturally fail to see 
how lDns with such a wide and general signification could be 
well grouped together with :tit:S3 and :'tSY, which denotel 
particular objects. Nor is the verb tS:t' applicable to :ns 
"hire." Apart from this the continuation of the verse :rS7: ': 
'Xt>il ;1:18 would then be quite superfluous and would weaken the 
poetical effect, as lDns in itself sufficiently indicates that "she 
gathered from the hire of a harlot." Wellhausen has recourse to 
emending the text and reads ;1t::s. He apparently finds sup- 
port in t{'¢t:S tRl:r:t (Mic. 5:12). Nowack leaves the word 
untranslated, although in his notes he appears to favor Well- 
hausen's view. No one, however, takes the trouble to account for 
the fact how such a simple and well-known word as ;I9¢U32 could 

T *- .- _. 

be corrupted to ^'3:rS. Apart from these considerations, the 
root lDn with such a meaning occurs neither in Arabic nor in 
any of the cognate languages, and as lDns is obviously a very 

l See Kimhi. 
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ancient word, it is hardly reasonable to assume that it arose 
through corruption from l>: by wrong analogy. 

To my mind a root 1:t must have existed with the significa- 
tion of " he resembled, was, or became equal." Indisputable 
evidence for this assumption is afforded by Arabic ;;)1 (iii con- 
jugation of ) "he measured or made a comparison," and >, 
or ;< (augmented form of v;p.2) "a like, an equal, a match." 

It is clear that >, "he resembled, was, or became equal," must 
be the ground-form of these words, although it has not been 
handed down to us. 

The root would thus be synonymous with tT/:tf and ;lNlD, and 
in order to know fully all the possible significations of q;n it 
would be necessary to examine in detail all the meanings of these 
synonyms. ;n7273 usually means "he resembled, was, or becamel 
equal," and also "was meet or suitable." The latter meaning is 
demandedbythecontextof ;1i;1> ;1t/:: 85 (+65:2). Whether 
we retain the punctuation of ̂ 6 and explain with mediaeval and 
some modern grammarians that ': is put instead of '7 as in the 
ease of ^m:-^j8: (Zeph. 3:18), and perhaps biYt7: instead of 
>ulSis: (Prov. 25:19)? or we actually alter >: to '7, ;nt7:: must 
be an active participle Qal of 2/nN like ^>:1:t . The meaning 
would then be " To Thee praise is meet." This rendering is 
based on LXX 0w06 vrpe'7re v,avos, and is adopted by several modern 
commentators.4 The usual translation is: "To Thee silence, or 
resignation, is praise," that is to say, no one is able to enumerate 
Gkod's praisesS and therefore silence is the best course to adopt. 
But this is far-fetched in itself and does not suit the parallel 
clause ¢n: tlz3eV' tjitl " And to Thee is the vow to be per- 

.... . . . 
.. . .. 

formed." 
In Neo-Eebrew t:'727 = "value, price, compensation, or equiv- 

alent." In Syriac 4? = "resembled, was like." 0 = "like- 
ness, resemblance, image, figure.-" ;, = " value, price." Its 

2 See note 8 on p. 369. 

3 tN: " he ceased, destroyed " is a by-form to :uN and does not concern us here. 
4 See Cheyne, Critwal Notes to Psalme (1888). 
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singular is supposed by Noldeke5 to be the above 0s, just as 
the plural of L:;< is 4m. The Hebrew bt72N, "image, like- 
ness," which is sometimes used parallel to :;26 iS supposed to 
be borrowed from Aramaic btL^7 = Syr. 1vov?, "image," "like- 
ness." Arabic 20J, " effigy," is also a loan-word from the 
Aramaic. 

Almost the same is the case with, 1l:. Its original significa- 
tion is "was evenS was put on the same level, resembled, was 
equal." The meaning "was worth, worthy, ment" is required 
for UIri'3;15 ;1iiU3 3'S Ui52351 (Est. 3:8) "and to the king it is 
not worth or meet to leave them," and perhaps also for ^11D ff5il 
tb (Job 33:27) "and it was not worth to me." TT 

In Neo-Hebrew 'W1W, or perhaps better, :t1U3 (like :"/:n) 
= " value, or equivalent, or worth." In Aramaic and Syriac the 
root has the same meaning. 1: " was even, equal, worth, 
worthy." 1v:_ = ''elquality, agreement." 1, act. part. = 
" worthy, worth, meet." In Arabic <5>,,: "was firm, worthy, 
worth." <W = "equal, like, similar." 

Arabic is still richer with another synonym, which is not 
found as a verb, but as a noun or adjective only. >, plural 
9, of , 

>§,>t, = "like, similar," and at the same time it also signifies 
"an idol, an effigy." 

Thus we see that one and the same root signifies almost in 
every case " resemblance, value, price, suitability, image, and 

effigy." We are therefore justified in assuming that also 

possessed all these significations. From this root with such a 
meaning 1:rS "price or hire, paid to a harlot" would be naturally 
derived, and originally it was synonymous with :'/:8 = Xi and 
:':U:, but usage limited its application to a special kind of hire. 

This interpretation being adopted ;ns3Dns in Mic. 1:7 would 
signify "idols, images, or effigies," which would also be derived 
from the same root, since the original meaning is "something 
that is similar or equivalent." Thus we secure the same meaning 
for the passage as the suggested emendation. ':>W1 lD>s7: 3 
(17b) is accordingly a play of words on lD>s. 

5 Syriac Grammaw, § 72. 6 Gen. 1: 26. 
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This assumption would also explain another passage in the 
Bible which apparently does not present any difficulties at all. 
fl bg B8s'm b: ni': 1r 872:b-b: m:b_sb mmm t b b 

': , - T ' - * : * T T 

(+ tI5 I). 
The usual rendering is: '*Not to us, Yahweh, not to us, but to 

Thy name give glory, for the sake of Thy loving kindness, 
Thy truth." To this it may be objected that TinD lD: as well 
as 7inD ';1' never means anything else than '4he respected or 
honored," literally: 4'gave honor,"7 and it would be very harsh 
and unnatural to apply it to God and say: "Honor not us but 
Thy name." Apart from this, 5rXtS bg tjeT:^ 5: is very awk- 
wardly added, aild is almost inconsistellt. It seems to assign the 
reason why God should glorify His name and not Israel because 
lIe is kind! The jussive 1mR is perhaps syntactically more suit- 
able than the imperative iRl I should therefore suggest taking 
7> not as an imperative of 1r: but as an adjective of q;n, an 

unaugmented ; form.8 It would then be identical in form 
5 

and signification with Arabic ;; or <+ = "equal," and pre- 
sumably also "worthy or meet." The meaning of the passage 
would then at once become clear, and the idea would be admirable. 
We should then render: 

Not to us, Yahweh, not to us, 
But to Thy name is glory meet 

Because of Thy loving kindness and Thy trut:b. 

The idea would then be that Israel does not wish to take any 
credit for any achievement, but ascribes everything to GEod. And 
this is the spirit of a true Israelite! 

It is worthy o£ note that LXX and Peshitta join this verse to 
the preceding chapter. The Psalmist, according to this arrange- 
ment, first describes the miracles performed in Israel, and then 
declares that glory is due to God alone. 

7Cf.Jer.13:16- Prov.2&:8- +29:1. 

8 I have collected a good deal of material to prove that (; and jX forms of the 

geminate verb need not always be augmented. I hope to put my arguments in a literary 
form in a very short time. 
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A LETTER FROM PROFESSOR CHARLES R. LANMAN 

CAk DBRIDGE, MASSACEUSETTS, May 15, 1908 
To the Editor of the American Journal of Semitic Languages: 

DEAR SIP{: In response to a joint letter of Professor Francis Brown 
and fifteen others, addressed to Professor H. V. Hilprecht and dated 
April 18, 1906, and published in the number for October, 1907, of your 
JOURNAL, I received from Professor Hilprecht on April 20, 1908, sisteen 
copies of a book entitled: The So-called Peters-Hitprecht Controvers. 
Herenvith is enclosed for publication in the JOURNAL, if you see fit, a copy 
of the acknowledgment and reply addressed to Professor Hilprecht. It 
should be noted that Professor Brown and President Gilman are in foreign 
parts and had no opportunity to give or withhold their signatures. 

Yours very sincerely, 
CHARLES R. LANMAN 

[Copy] 
ProJessor II. T. IIilprecht. 

DEAR SIR: We, the undersigned, being of the number of those whose 
signatures are afBsed to a letter addressed to you on April 18, 1906, 
expressing the opinion that "a full and frank statement of the facts, as 
far as they bear upon your activity at Nippur and your publications relat- 
tng to the same, would be exceedingly desirable," acknowledge the receipt 
of the volume entitled, The So-called Peters-IIilpreMht Controversy. 

Without attempting to express an opinion on the facts at issue, we 
deem it best, in the interest of all concerned, that the incident be closed 
as speedily as possible. 

Very truly yours, 
CEARLES R. LANk AN, 
CEARLES C. TORREY, 
ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER, 
JAk ES RIaEARD JEWETT, 
GEORGE F. MOORE, 
PAUL HAUPT, 
A. V. WILLIAMS JAassoN, 
E. WASEBURN HOPKINS, 
HANS OERTEL, 
MAuRIaE BLOOMFIELD, 
CRAWFORD H. Tos, 
WILLIAM IIAYES WARD, 
JOEN WILLIAa s WEITE. 
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